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Developing pathways for climate-resilient development involves integrating mitigation and adaptation actions, ensuring sustain-

able development [1]. A climate-resilient development can be achieved through the inclusion of effective mitigation approaches 

into development planning, reducing vulnerability, conserving ecosystems, and restoring ecosystems [1]. In this regard, energy 

geostructures are introduced as an effective mitigating approach, providing renewable energy while limiting the emission of green-

house gases [2-4]. The operation of the system is closely linked to daily and seasonal cycles, which leads to cyclic temperature and 

water content fluctuations at the soil and the soil-structure interface [4, 5]. Thus, the study of the shear response of the soil–structure 

interface subjected to different thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) conditions is of importance. Testing techniques used to study the 

THM behaviour of unsaturated soils require advanced laboratory equipment, as well as protocols for correcting measured data due 

to errors in the test conditions and apparatus calibration. This paper presents the development of a new direct shear setup to measure 

the non-isothermal shear strength of the partially saturated soils and soil-structure interface. The modified setup, a unique one to the 

authors' knowledge, enables simultaneous control of temperature, matric suction, and mechanical stress state within the soil speci-

mens. The operational temperature range of energy geostructures (i.e., 5°C to 50) is applied through a thermal plate, developed from 

corrosion-resistant stainless steel with high thermal conductivity, placed at the base of the soil specimen. Matric suction (i.e., in the 

range of 0 to 100 kPa) is controlled using the axis-translation technique and measured using a pressure transducer connected to the 

back of the top cap, incorporating the HAE disk, facilitating the measurement (Figure 1) [2, 4-6]. The direct shear setup is modified 

to accurately measure the shear strength and deformation characteristics of soil samples under controlled laboratory conditions. The 

design of the device is based on previous direct shear devices but includes several improvements to enhance its accuracy and ease 

of use [4, 5]. The device has been tested to measure the shear response of both soils and soil-structure interfaces, and the results 

were compared to those obtained using conventional direct shear devices [2, 4, 7-10]. The results indicate that the new device is 

accurate and reliable and represents a significant advancement in the field of soil testing. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic view of modified direct shear apparatus. 

In this study, the interface is formed by kaolin clay, a temperature-sensitive clay, and concrete, a structural material widely used 

for energy geostructures [4, 11]. The soil samples were prepared by static compaction at 30% initial water content (𝜔0) and an initial 

void ratio (𝑒0) of 1.2. Initially, all samples were inundated with distilled water at room temperature (24°C) [4, 12], followed by 

sequential hydraulic (i.e., matric suction, 𝑠= 0 or 70 kPa), mechanical (i.e., net normal load, 𝜎𝑛=100 or 300 kPa), and thermal (i.e., 

temperature, 𝑇=24°C or 45°C) loading of the interface. The shearing was initiated after ensuring equilibrium criteria were met. It 
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was necessary to limit the shearing rate to 0.005mm/min and the thermal loading rate to 3°C/hr to maintain the drained condition 

[4, 13]. Additionally, the vertical displacements associated with hydraulic load were subjected to an equilibrium criterion of 

0.025%/day strain rate [14]. As presented in Table 1, the results revealed that the apparent interface friction angle was not signifi-

cantly affected by matric suction at varying temperatures, but a slight decrease has been observed upon heating at all matric suctions. 

The apparent adhesion increased in response to temperature increase/decrease, with a decreasing rate as suction increased, while the 

interface desaturation led to higher apparent adhesion at all temperatures, corresponding to peak and residual values.  In interfaces 

subjected to identical normal stress and temperature but different matric suction values, the shear stress-shear displacement curves 

showed greater peak stress with increasing matric suction. Furthermore, despite the same net normal stress and matric suction, 

higher temperatures resulted in slightly lower peak shear stress and less contractive volume change behaviour at the interface. Non-

isothermal volumetric behaviour and soil dilatancy play a significant role in governing the THM shear response of the interface [15]. 

Table 1: Shear strength parameters of clay-concrete interface (𝒄𝒂: apparent adhesion; : apparent interface friction 

angle; s: matric suction) 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Fully saturated (s=00 kPa) Partially saturated (s=70 kPa) 

Residual state Peak state Residual state Peak state 

𝑐𝑎 

(kPa) 

 

(°) 

𝑐𝑎 

(kPa) 

 

(°) 

𝑐𝑎 

(kPa) 
 (°) 

𝑐𝑎 

(kPa) 
 (°) 

8 14 16 10 21 26 16 24 22 

24 12 16 8 21 25 16 23 22 

45 14 14 11 19 27 14 24 20 
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